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Abstract
This study investigated the accuracy of TKA alignment during and past learning
phase for navigated total knee athroplasty. The findings demonstrated TKA during
learning phase can accurately and precisely achieve surgical resection goals with no
clinically meaningful compromise in alignment accuracy.

1 Introduction
Malalignment of the prosthesis has been shown to lead to various complications after total knee
arthroplasty (TKA), such as component loosening, instability, polyethylene wear, and patellar
dislocation [1-3]. It is commonly believed that 3° of deviation in alignment from the mechanical axis
is the threshold for reducing the risks of postoperative complications [4,5]. However, malalignment (>
3° deviation) has been shown to happen in approximately one third of the patient group using
conventional instrumentation [6].
Since its first introduction in TKA, computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery (CAOS) has been
demonstrated to offer increased accuracy and precision to the component alignment compared to the
conventional techniques [7-9]. Although most of the studies on the CAOS TKA have been focused on
experienced surgeons, it is essential to understand the impact of learning on the accuracy of the
surgery. The purpose of this study was to assess if learning affects the alignment of bony resection
using a specific contemporary CAOS system.
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2 Materials and Methods
Nine surgeons were randomly selected from the technical logs of all TKA surgeries (~7000 cases)
performed between October 2012 and January 2017 using a contemporary CAOS system
(ExactechGPS, Blue-Ortho, Gieres, FR). The logs did not pertain any information related to the
patients. Prior to the use of the CAOS system studied, six surgeons had already experienced with
CAOS TKA (experienced), while the rest three surgeons were new to the technology (novice). Each
of the surgeons performed more than 80 TKAs using the CAOS system. The following surgical
parameters were investigated: 1) planned resection, resection parameters defined by the surgeon prior
to the bone cuts (These parameters serve as inputs for the CAOS guidance); 2) checked resection,
digitalization of the realized resection surfaces by manually pressing an instrumented checker onto the
bony cuts. Due to that anterior, posterior and chamfer cuts of the femur were all corresponded to the
distal resection, only the distal resection was evaluated for the femur.
Deviations in the alignment between planned and checked resections were calculated in coronal
and sagittal planes for both tibia and femur (planned vs. checked). The deviations were compared
between the first 20 cases (in learning curve) and the last 20 cases (well past learning curve) within
each surgeon. The selection of 20 cases as the length of the learning stage was based on a previous
study on the specific CAOS system investigated [10]. Any significance detected (p < 0.05) with
greater than 1° difference in means indicated clinically meaningful impact on resection alignment by
the learning phase. A resection was determined as acceptable if the deviation was less than 3° from
the planned resection.

3 Results
For pooled data, no significant difference was found between the first 20 cases and the last 20
cases from the experienced surgeons (N.S.) (Table 1A). Although some significance were found in
the novice surgeon, the differences were not clinically meaningful (difference in means were no more
than 0.4°, Table 1A). The surgeon-specific results exhibit some significant differences between the
first 20 and the last 20 TKA cases for both experienced and novice surgeons (Table 2). However,
none of the significances were clinically meaningful, as the differences in means were no more than
0.7° (Table 2). The resections in both the first 20 cases and the last 20 cases demonstrated acceptable
rates of over 95% in alignment for both experienced and novice surgeons (Table 1B).

4 Discussion
This study demonstrated that independent of the surgeon’s prior CAOS experiences, the CAOS
system investigated can provide an accurate and precise solution to assist in achieving surgical
resection goals with no clinically meaningful compromise in alignment accuracy during the learning
phase. Compared to studies that have reported that only 70-80% of the TKA cases can achieve
satisfactory lower limb alignment (within ±3° of varus/valgus relative to the mechanical axis) [11,12],
the results showed that CAOS TKA substantially minimized alignment outliers, independent of
whether the surgeon was in or well past the learning curve. Several studies have been published
regarding CAOS TKA learning curve by comparing the accuracy between experienced
surgeons/centres and beginner surgeons/centres [13,14]. This study performed assessment within the
same surgeon during and past learning curve to shed a light on the progress of alignment accuracy.
The applied methodology may improve the understanding of the impact of learning curve by
excluding the inter-surgeon differences.
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Table 1: A) Pooled alignment deviations (planned vs checked) for the first 20 cases group and the
last 20 cases group. Significant differences between the first 20 cases and the last 20 cases were
marked as red. None of the significant differences found were clinically important (differences in
means no more than 0.4°). B) Percentages of acceptable resections for the first 20 cases group and the
last 20 cases group.
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Table 2: Surgeon-specific alignment deviations (planned vs checked) for the first 20 cases group
and the last 20 cases group. Significant differences between the first 20 cases and the last 20 cases
were marked as red. None of the significant differences found were clinically important (differences
in means no more than 0.7°).
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